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General Materials and Supplies:  
Overhead projector/Document camera                              White board markers                                   Big Idea Handout                                              
Two-color-counters (approx. 275)                                     Magic markers                                            Chart paper  
Calculators (12)                                                                  Unifix cubes                                               Dice (12) 
12 Ways to Get to 11                                                          Small cups (6)                                             Empty egg cartons (6) 
Patty paper                                                                         Small paper plates (4)                                 Stick on dots (approx. 20) 
Number cubes w/4-9 (2)                                                    Paper clips (2)                                             Large envelope with clasp (6) 
Scrap paper                                                                        Deck of playing cards (optional)                 Show It Know It (Handout) 
4 sets Number cards 0-10 (Mod. 2 Handout)                    Ten Turn Rolling (Handout)                        CGI Problems (Handout) 
More Spinning for More & Less (Handout)                      Several different size, weight papers for demonstrations 
 

 
Slide Tasks/Activity Personal Notes 

 

 

(slide 1) PARTNERS for Mathematics Learning  
This is the sixth of six modules for first grade and the second of two modules focusing on 
number. Do any record keeping necessary for CEU credits. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 2) Overview of Session 
Teachers are likely to be well into the school year when this module is presented. Keep in mind 
that developing number fact fluency and mathematical problem solving and reasoning are year-
long instructional emphases. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 3) Get to 25 
This opening activity challenges adult thinking and revisits nim-type games.  Two players use 
one calculator to play this game.  Players follow the directions on the slide.  The winner is the 
first to have 25 in the read-out on the calculator screen. 
 
Model the game for participants by using an overhead calculator or a regular calculator under the 
document camera.  The group may play against you or choose one person to play against you.  
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(slide 4) Get to 25 
Invite participants to respond to the questions on the slide. It is important that you as a workshop 
leader play the game and be comfortable discussing patterns and strategies. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 5) Big Ideas in Number: Fluency 
Ask a participant to read the slide. Fluency is a critical part of number sense.  It is much more 
powerful than memorization since both reflect accuracy and efficiency, but fluency has the 
added component of flexibility.  
 
Children who are fluent can use number relationships to solve a problem.  For example, they 
may not know 8+3 quickly but can break the 3 into 2 + 1, add 8 + 2 is 10 and then add one more.  
First grade spends much of the year developing an understanding of combinations to ten.  
 

 

 

 

(slide 6) Fluency with Number Relationships 
Ask different participants to read the points on the slide. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 7) Fluency: Key Behaviors 
Many authors such as Cathy Fosnot and John Van De Walle write about fluency.  They write 
that knowing the basic facts for automaticity relies on thinking and knowledge of number 
relationships.  An efficient strategy is one that can be done mentally and quickly. 
 
The power of knowing sums and differences to ten is that students will have knowledge to 
develop multiple strategies for solving multi-digit computations.   
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(slide 8) Developing Fluency in Classroom 
In 1985 C. Kamii compared two first-grade classrooms in the same school.  In one class the 
teacher focused on numerical relationships and worked toward automaticity.  In the other class 
children memorized facts with drill sheets and flash cards.  The children in the first class were 
able to answer correctly within 3 seconds 76 percent of the time compared to 55 percent in the 
memorization class. 
(Kamii, Constance.  1985. Young Children Reinvent Arithmetic, New York, NY:  Teachers 
College Press)  
 
Relational thinking means that children construct a network of numerical relationships that 
support their memory of specific sums. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 9) Part-Part-Whole Relationships 
Have a participant read the example on the slide.  
 
 Ask participants if they have observed this in their own classroom experiences. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 10) How Many Objects Do You See? 
Look at the arrangement of shoes on this slide. “How many objects do you see?” “How did you 
count the objects?”  Did anyone see 4 +2+2?  
 
Talk to your neighbor about other ways these shoes might be counted. Why is learning to 
“group” objects to count them important?  (Counting by ones is the way that children learn to 
count but they need strategies to group and count in other ways.) 
 

 

 

 

(slide 11) How Could You Solve This? 
This slide shows one way that a student may think through the process of getting the answer to 
the problem of 4 +3+4+2. Ask for a volunteer to explain how combining “friendly numbers” and 
doubles can reinforce what students know about number and help them add more quickly and 
accurately. 
 
Ask participants to give examples of ways to use combining numbers, making ten, and doubles 
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to solve 6 + 5 + 3 + 4.  This is a good 5-minute math activity that can be used throughout the 
year (first using 3 dice to generate numbers and then 4 dice.) After much practice as a group 
activity, students can play in pairs and record their own “thinking.”   
 

 

 

(slide 12) Drop and Decide and Grab Bag 
Tell participants that there are many activities that help students learn numbers facts. A few are 
mentioned here to remind the group of different types of games or activities. Point out the 
Building Mathematical Thinkers materials and mention DPI’s Strategies and Week by Week 
Essentials.  
 
Model activities quickly since participants are likely to be familiar with similar tasks. Have 
participants look at the three pages in their handout that relate to these activities. Point out how 
the recording sheets move students to more and more use of symbols.  
 
Two-color counters that students drop into a box top or on a work mat (a piece of felt or 
construction paper) are used in the first two pages. The third page needs 3 colors of cubes or 
bingo chips in a bag. Students reach in and pull out a handful, sort, and record. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 13) Spinning More or Less 
Have participants read directions on the handout. There is not time to “play” the game. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 14) Ten Turns Rolling 
If copies of the worksheet are laminated, they can be used over and over in centers.  
 
Give participants opportunities to make other suggestions. 
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(slide 15) Know It! Show It! 
Have participants turn to the handout and read the directions. Since this activity may be new to 
some, give them time to work in groups of 3 to play several rounds of the game. Just remember 
to watch the time since this is early in the module.  
 
Ask participants how they feel about the game: Does it provide an opportunity to challenge 
students to think in non-routine ways? 
 

 

 

 

(slide 16) Relational Thinking 
When students use numerical relationships to develop automaticity, they  
• Have fewer facts to remember 
• Use compensation  (When solving 9+5,  a student might move one from the five and make 

the problem 10+4)  
• Understand how to divide numbers into different parts—for example, knowing all the 

combination for 7  
• Have quick ways to calculate  
• Understand the relationship between addition and subtraction: for example, instead of 13-6, a 

student might think 6 + ___ = 13 
 

 

 

 

(slide 17) Number Talks… 
Discuss the points on this slide.  
 
Ask participants how many used number talks in their classrooms last year.  
 
Why was this a good use of instructional time? 
 

 

 

 

(slide 18) …Number Talks 
Ask participants to read the points on the slide to themselves and then to solve 78+95 in their 
heads. Have three volunteers to share how they solved the problem.  
 
Then have them subtract 801-347 without pencil and paper. Discuss strategies.  
Finally, have participants multiply 26 x 52 in their heads. Have participants share strategies 
again. 
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(slide 19) Number Talks: Student Directions 
Ask for a volunteer to read the points on the slide.  
Why is it important to establish routines that honor thinking yet give all students time to think? 
 
Students need to talk about what they are thinking, about what they are learning, about what 
confuses them.  Talking about what they understand comes before being able to write about what 
they understand.   
 
Teachers need to model thinking aloud as they work to demonstrate number talks for students.  
Incorporating more number talks in lessons and modeling how to write about solving problems 
is a way that teachers can support number talks for students. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 20) What’s My Number? 
This guess-the-number game will help students develop number relationships.  At the beginning 
of the year the game is played with a number line showing numerals 0 to 10.   
 
Begin the activity by having the students read the numbers on the number line aloud.  Discuss 
the largest and smallest numbers on the number line.  (Remind the students that this number line 
will show all of the possible numbers.) Tell the students that you are going to write a secret 
number on an index card and they are going to guess your number.   
 
You will give them clues by placing a large triangle over the number guessed if it is “too big” or 
a small triangle if the number is “too small.”  As guesses are made, the triangles are adjusted to 
give information.  When the secret number is guessed, show the number that you initially wrote 
on the index card to verify that this is the secret number.   
 
As the student responds to the “too large” or “too small” clues, the teacher should ask that the 
student explain why they made a specific guess.  This helps the teacher to understand that 
student’s level of understanding and also helps the other students to see the number sense behind 
the appropriate responses.  This verbalization of their understanding also encourages the use of 
mathematical language.  
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(slide 21) Try This One... 
Using a “broken number line” is very helpful in assessing what students know about number 
sequences that do not begin with one.   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 22) Number of the Day 
The Number of the Day is a great way to show multiple representations of numbers.  Use the 
date of the day for this activity, a number generated by rolling dice, or a number chosen by the 
teacher or a student.  
 
Ask which participants have used this activity in their classrooms. 
How did they carry it out?  
What are some of the advantages?   
What advice would they give others? 
 
If participants are familiar with the activity, move on.  
 
If no one has used the activity, model the procedure by having participants to work at their table 
for 3 minutes to come up with multiple ways to represent the number of the day for today’s date.  
After 3 minutes, have a person from one table to come to the front and record one way that they 
represented the number of the day.  The next table adds another representation and continues 
around the room making sure that ideas are not duplicated.  
 

 

 

 

(slide 23) Meaningful Fact Strategies 
Have a volunteer to read the strategies listed on the slide.  
 
How does using an organized approach to learning number facts support student learning? 
Encourage participants to share their good ideas. 
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(slide 24) Doubles 
Sometimes students confuse doubling with adding 2.  
 
How do we help students distinguish between these ideas?  
 
What are the answers to the questions on the slide?  
 

 

 

 

(slide 25) Developing Fact Fluency 
Review the expectations on the slide. You might ask participants to look carefully at the 
Essential Standards, the clarifying objectives, and assessment prototypes.  
 
What is meant by building on 10s? (6 + 8 can be thought of as 6 + (4 + 4) and then numbers are 
associated as (6+4) + 4 to solve the problem)  
 

 

 

 

(slide 26) Assessment is the Key 
When a teacher understands what students know and can do, they can use that knowledge to 
make more effective instructional decisions.  Teachers gather information about what students 
know and can do through many different forms. 
  
Ask participants to tell ways teachers know a student understands a concept. 
(Teacher-made unit tests, standardized tests, questions and answers, looks on students’ faces, 
informal assessments)  
 

 

 

 

 (slide 27) Keeping Track 
In order to keep track of where students are, teachers need some kind of record keeping that is 
comfortable for them and easy to implement.  
 
Written records are important so that those who need additional help are given targeted 
assistance and those who need challenging receive differentiated tasks.  
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(slide 28) How Do You Recognize Fluency?  
Ask participants to share how they recognize fluency and what are indicators that students are 
not yet where they need to be. Is it possible to be fluent with some facts but not with others 
(yes). 
 
Ideas that might be shared: 
   -knows number facts 
   -can solve problems mentally 
   -has multiple strategies for solving problems 
   -can solve problems quickly 
   -can solve problems 
   -has ability to stick with a problem 
 

 

 

 

(slide 29) Supporting Your Work  
Show participants the extra module, but don’t take time to discuss the slides. Participants can 
glance at the powerpoint slides in their handouts, the discussion notes, and other readings.  
 
While the purpose of the Partners professional development is to support teaching and learning, 
we have not had opportunities to spend time discussing strategies such as lesson study.  
 
However, the content of Partners lends itself to work within schools for teachers as communities 
of learners and leaders. 
  

 

 

 

(slide 30) Fair Shares for Two  
Refer back to the twins Julie and Jennifer in the book Just Like Me (bring a copy to the 
workshop if available). Ask a participant to remind the group about the book and then present 
the following scenario: Julie and Jennifer shared everything fairly. They each wanted to have the 
same amount of anything they got. If there was one thing left over, they put it in a box to give as 
prizes when they played games with their friends.  
 
In the classroom, asking questions such as “Which numbers could Julie and Jennifer share fairly 
between them?” presents a problem solving opportunity. Three or four numbers up to 50 can be 
assigned to each pair of students. Students explore with manipulatives and classify and record 
the numbers and then discuss observations about the recordings.  
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This is the first of several slides about odd and even numbers. The notion of amounts that can be 
divided into equal portions leads to a discussion of equipartitioning. 
 

 

 

(slide 31) Bumpy or Not Bumpy  
Another activity that helps develop the same concept involves a different representation. Have 
participants turn to Bumpy or Not Bumpy in the handout. Have them pretend that the pieces are 
cut apart rather than actually cutting them due to time. 
 
Ask for suggestions on how the cards might be organized. Ordering them from 1-10 or from 10-
1 are possibilities. Sorting them into two groups might include cards with “bumps” or “no 
bumps” depending on whether or not they have a part sticking out by itself. 
 
In the classroom after students were given the opportunity to explore with the 1-10 cards, then 
pairs or trios of students could be assigned 3 or 4 numbers up to 50 to explore and determine 
whether they have bumps or no bumps. Numbers can be listed on charts labeled “Bumps” or 
“No Bumps.” The important discussion lead by student observations from the charts is extremely 
valuable as they come to recognize another attribute of numbers. 
 
An extension could have students explore putting two cards together to build another two-
column card illustrating adding bumpy numbers to bumpy numbers, bumpy to not bumpy, and 
not bumpy to not bumpy. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 32) Even or Odd 
Share the definition of even and odd numbers noting that how the numbers end is an observable 
attribute but not the definition. If students have experiences such as the two previous activities 
“Fair Shares for Two” and “Bumpy and Not Bumpy”, they develop the concept of even and odd 
numbers on their own.  
 
Teachers should not focus on the 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 1,3,5,7,9 sequence. Children can memorize a 
group of numbers but have no conceptual understanding of “evenness.” 
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(slide 33) A “Sense of Balance”  
The idea of equality can be represented well as a balance. These are the rules for a balance 
puzzle that the participants will solve as they explore equality.  
 
Ask participants to read the rules to themselves. Then ask for a volunteer to explain the rules. 
Check that everyone understands by asking questions like “Could the star and the lifesaver ring 
have the same value?”  
 

 

 

 

(slide 34) A “Sense of Balance”  
Have participants start the balance puzzle independently and have them be aware of their 
thought processes as they work.  This problem is not for first graders to solve but is offered here 
to have teachers think themselves about solving balance problems. 
 
After a couple of minutes they can talk with a partner.  
 
Have a volunteer share a solution and strategy used. Ask for others who thought about it in a 
different way or got a different solution to share. 
 
(If the total weight is 32, then each side must equal 16 to make it balance. The left side of 16 
must then be divided in half for each arm to balance. The red pentagon must be 8 and the stars 
must total 8 to balance the pentagon so each star is 4. On the right hand side of the balance, there 
are several solutions for the shapes. There must be a pair of the same number (lifesaver shapes) 
and then the triangle can be whatever else is needed to make a total of 16 as long as the rules are 
followed. (5+5+6; 6+6+3; 7+7+2)  
 

 

 

 

 (slide 35) A “Sense of Balance” 
Have participants respond to this question and be prepared to justify their thinking. 
(The total weight could not be 25, for example, because it cannot be divided into 2 balancing 
parts using whole numbers. The total weight cannot be 26 because on the second level balance 
13 cannot be divided into 2 whole number balancing parts.) 
 
Ask: Why could the lifesavers not be 1s, 2s, 3s or 4s? (the triangle would not be less than 10 for 
1s, 2s, or 3s, and the stars are 4s so the lifesavers have to be something else) 
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(slide 36) Equipartitioning 
Equipartitioning is a new term used in the essential standards and refers to dividing a whole into 
equal parts, or making fair shares.  The concept is not unfamiliar to children. They often begin to 
think of partitioning in terms of sharing with friends and each getting the same amount.  
  
Tell participants we will first think about partitioning as adults.  As they work they should pay 
attention to the type of reasoning they are doing to complete the following tasks. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 37) Paper Folding – Part 1 
Pass out patty paper. Have participants predict how many times they will be able to fold the 
paper in half and how many equal parts would be created with that many folds.   
 
Once they have made their conjecture they should begin folding.  For each fold participants 
should record the number of total folds and the number of equal parts they have.   
  
Bring the participants back together as a whole group to discuss their discoveries so far.   
 
Ask:  
How close was the number of folds you were able to complete compared to your prediction?  
The number of equal parts created?  
What patterns do you see?   
How is the number of equal parts changing as you continue to fold the paper in half? 
 

 

 

 

(slide 38) Paper Folding – Part 2 
Have participants fold paper at their tables and talk with a partner about the questions on the 
slide. 
 
For these questions, discussion may arise as to what counts as a “different way.”  For example, is 
folding in half then thirds the same as folding in thirds then halves?  Does it matter how the folds 
are completed (ex. three accordion back and forth folds or halving twice to create fourths)  
 
Allow this discussion to emerge and have participants decide together how they would like to 
count solutions.  Then point out that these discussions are important to have with students as 
well.  
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(slide 39) Fair Sharing 
Bring the group back together to discuss the questions on the slide.  
 
Have several larger, different size pieces of paper and paper of several thicknesses for 
participants to try folding. (Be sure to have at least one piece of thin tissue paper or a Kleenex.)  
 
Ask if participants were surprised at what they discovered about the number of times that a piece 
of paper could be folded in half. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 40) Equipartitioning 
Ask participants to turn to their copies of the 2009 Essential Standards and look at the Standard 
related to equipartitioning. As with all of the new Standards, reading the clarifying objectives 
and assessment prototypes will help identify the mathematics involved and the state’s 
expectations related to the Standard. 
 
Ask participants if they think a modified paper folding activity would help first grade students 
understand the concepts involved.  
 
What activities from the previous modules (or activities they do in their classrooms) will address 
this Standard? 
 

 

 

 

(slide 41) Equipartitioning 
Language is as critical to learning mathematics as it is to reading. “Equipartitioning” is a new 
term that can be added to one’s vocabulary when talking about dividing sets (groups) or regions 
(shapes) into equal parts. The key is that the parts are equivalent. When we talk about “fair 
shares,” we must be certain that children understand that in mathematics the shares are 
equivalent (in either number for set models or area for regional models). The “fair share” 
terminology may be misleading to some children who think about sharing a large pizza at dinner 
with parents. The share for the adults may be 3 or 4 pieces while the share for the child may be 
only 1or 2. 
 
Equipartitioning involves concepts from geometry (shapes), algebra (patterns), measurement 
(equal parts), and number (division and number of parts). 
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(slide 42) Problem Based Lessons 
Some of this research came from the CGI –Cognitively Guided Instruction – studies which 
showed that students’ problem solving skills increased and the computation did NOT suffer at all 
when students were immersed in problem based situations instead of routine drill and practice. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 43) Basic Structure of Problems 
There are 4 basic structures for addition and subtraction problems that can be sub-divided into 
11 types. There is not time to explore these types in great detail. The purpose of sharing this 
information is to make participants aware of how slight changes in wording can impact the level 
of difficulty of a problem for students.  
 
Be sure participants understand the need to expose students to all 11 types of problems that 
appear on the next slides and to use problems that are contextual…not primarily “naked” 
computation problems. 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: You need to find out if your participants have been trained in CGI and if 
they are implementing the ideas in their classrooms. This will affect the amount of time you 
spend going over the basic problem types. Also remember that these were presented in last 
summer’s Partners professional development. Be certain to take advantage of participants’ 
expertise! 
 

 

 

 

(slide 44) Join Problems 
Have participants read the three problem types for join problems on the slide. Notice that the 
missing sum/addend changes place for each of these types. The point we want participants to 
understand is that students need to experience all three types in problem solving situations. 
  
When introducing these types of story problems it is often helpful to begin with small numbers.  
The numbers on this slide may be too difficult for students to begin. If the numbers are too hard 
they become “bogged down” in the numbers. If the numbers are small they can think about what 
is happening in the story rather than the numbers.  Later use these same structures but larger 
numbers. 
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(slide 45) Separate Problems 
Again, go over the three problem types for separate problems on the slide.  
 
Rather than reading to participants, you might ask different participants to read the examples on 
the slide and give one of their own as a second example of each type. 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 46) Part-Part-Whole Problems 
These problems are almost like the join problems except there is not an action involved (no 
giving, getting, buying, etc…no action verb) Since there is no action it is harder for students to 
visualize what is happening in the problem.  
 
There is actually nothing being added or subtracted in the story.  The problem either gives the 
two parts and asks one to find the size of the whole, or gives one of the parts and the whole and 
asks the solver to find the size of the other part. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 47) Compare Problems 
Read through the problem types for “compare problems” on the slide. Compare problems 
present a good opportunity to think about quantitative reasoning - that is, the relationship of the 
quantities in the problem regardless of the numbers involved. 
  
Students can often solve compare problem when thinking about sports.  They can tell you how 
much their team won by or lost.  They can discuss a Carolina/Duke basketball game and 
determine how much one of the teams won by. We often ask compare questions during data 
analysis.  For example, when looking at a graph students could discuss how many more students 
chose apples than bananas. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 48) Teacher’s Role in Problem Solving  
Have participants read the slide to themselves. Tell them to privately rate themselves on a scale 
of 1 to 10 for each item.  
 
Wait a few moments for participants to think and ask if there are any comments. 
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(slide 49) Professional Reading 
This is a powerful article, so you want to allow time for reading and discussion. The Partners 
project could not obtain permission to put this on your CD, so make arrangements through your 
media coordinator or a member of NCTM to obtain a copy to reproduce for your workshop.  
 
Ask each table to divide themselves in half. One group will read the first portion of the article 
and the other group will read the second portion.  
 
Remind participants that many people need a very quiet room in which to read and concentrate. 
The next slide has guidelines for sharing and discussion questions. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 50) Debriefing Teacher’s Role 
Observe the group. If some people finish reading their part earlier, quietly ask them to read the 
other portion of the article.   
 
After tables have had time to share, bring the group back together and ask for volunteers to 
comment on what ideas impressed them the most. 
 

 

 

 

(slide 51) Analyzing Problems 
Have participants turn to the last handout with the problems. They are to follow the directions on 
the handout and the slide.  
 
Since this is toward the end of the module, watch the time. You need at least 5 minutes for the 
reflection slide. If time is short, you might assign “chunks” of problems to different tables. This 
will give them time to identify problem types and to write sample problems (next slide). 
 

 

 

 

(slide 52) Writing Story Problems 
Assign each group one of the types of problems or have them write problems to match the types 
they identified in their “chunks.”  As a group they are to write problems that match these story 
types and are appropriate for their students. 
 
After most groups have written their problems ask the large group:  “Why should teachers be 
aware of these different problem types?”  
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(slide 53) Adjusting Difficulty of Problems 
Have participants read the statements on the slide. Invite comments. 
 
As students solve a variety of types of mathematical problems, they learn concepts and 
computational skills. In a problem based classroom problems are the vehicle through which 
children learn mathematical concepts and skills.  The teacher chooses the problems but the 
students choose their own strategy for solving the problem. It is important that students 
communicate about their thinking.  As students report their thinking, the teacher can informally 
assess students’ growth of mathematical knowledge.  
 

 

 

 

(slide 54) Incorporating CGI 
If there is time, offer one more opportunity for those who have had CGI training to talk about 
their experiences and how CGI and the Partners professional development support the 2009 
Essential Standards. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 55) (Quote) 
Read the quote aloud. If there are no comments, move to the reflection. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

(slide 56) Reflecting on Essential Standards 
Have participants follow the directions on the slide. Be sure to collect the lists and turn them 
over to the appropriate district leaders.  
 
Remind participants that DPI has plans to put new support documents on line and that the 
Partners professional development is scheduled to focus on formative assessment of the 2009 
Essential Standards next year. 
 

 

 (slide 57-60) Credit Slides 
 

 

 




